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Abstra t

Cryptographi proto ols for key distribution and authenti ation play an important
role in Internet se urity. Certain aws in these proto ols an be dis overed using
term rewriting models to express the proto ol, the mali ious network environment,
and vulnerability sear h strategies.

1 Cryptographi Proto ol Se urity
Cryptographi proto ols are short, simple ex hanges of messages whose purpose is to distribute se ret keys to ommuni ating parties. These keys an be
used to transmit on dential information or to authenti ate messages.
For example, onsider the following proto ol:
A -> B: {A,Na}pk(B)
B -> A: {Na,Nb}pk(A)
A -> B: {Nb}pk(B)

!

Ea h line, of the form A
B : M , means that A sends the message M
to B , and ea h one hanges state as a result. The expression A,Na pk(B)
represents the en ryption of the on atenated elds A and Na with the publi
key of B . Na and Nb are session-spe i values alled \non es" that are, in
this proto ol, kept se ret and ould be used later as session keys.
Spe i ations of this type are alled \Ali e-and-Bob" spe i ations beause of the names onventionally given to the parti ipants A and B in examples. Note, however, that an a tual proto ol user, like Ali e, an start any
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number of pro esses, and some of them an play the A role while others play
the B role.
This proto ol is a portion of a longer one published in 1978; it was found
to be inse ure in 1996 [8℄. It is possible for a third party (\Mallory") to
masquerade as Ali e to Bob, while arrying on a on urrent session of the
proto ol (as Mallory in the B role) with Ali e. The vulnerability an be
dis overed from the abstra t presentation above, given only an idealized notion
of en ryption and a simple atta ker model, and all of these an be represented
using term rewriting rules.
The se urity properties most often stated and analyzed for ryptographi
proto ols are se re y and authenti ation. Session keys and user data should
be kept se ret, and the re ipient of a session key or important data (say, a
ontra t) should be able to on rm the identity of the sender. These are safety
properties, i.e., state invariants. Some proto ols have more omplex se urity
goals, but there is no onsensus on how to state them. Liveness properties are
usually onsidered performan e rather than se urity properties.

2 Proto ol Modeling
The earliest mathemati al model of a lass of ryptographi proto ols, by
Dolev and Yao [7℄, was a rewrite rule model. That paper studied \ping-pong"
proto ols between a pair of legitimate parties in whi h the rst message is an
en rypted se ret, and ea h party re eiving a message applies a state-dependent
sequen e of publi key operators to it and returns the result. State transition
rules might, for example, rewrite a re eived message x to EB (DA (x)), where
EA means en ryption with A's publi key. There are redu tion rules like
Dx(Ex (y )) y . Honest parties have to follow the pro otol, while a mali ious
party Z ould inter ept any message, apply any ombination of Ex for any x
and the mali ious party's de ryption operator DZ , and forward the result to
either party in any session. The atta k obje tive was to expose the se ret that
was sent en rypted in the rst message. The se urity problem is de idable for
this very restri ted model and also for minor extensions of it.
The term \Dolev-Yao" model is now often used to refer to any proto ol
model in whi h the atta ker an inter ept and redire t messages, and modify
their ontent using axiomati ally de ned operations and data available to the
atta ker.
To make the ryptographi proto ol problem unde idable, we need only
assume, rst, that two terms an be on atenated into a longer message, and,
se ond, that there is an unbounded set of items of some type, usually alled
\non es." Non es serve as unique identi ers to distinguish di erent sessions
[3℄.
There has been some e ort to identify restri ted lasses of proto ols for
whi h it is suÆ ient to examine a bounded number of sessions. For example,
there is Lowe's \small system" result, in whi h only one instan e of ea h role
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in the pro otol is enough to reveal possible aws [9℄. But the onditions for
this result are very restri tive. State exploration approa hes generally perform
a bounded, iteratively expanding sear h.
Mit hell's re ent multiset rewrite rule (MSR) model [3℄, inspired by linear
logi , is both simple and general enough for extension to real proto ols. In the
MSR model, a system state is a nite olle tion of \fa ts," whi h are ground
terms of three kinds: states of proto ol parties, su h as A0 (a; b) (A is in state
0 of a proto ol between a and b); messages transmitted to the network, su h
as N ( a; b ); and message omponents memorized by the atta ker, su h as
M (a).
A proto ol rule shows how states are updated and messages are produ ed,
for example
A0 (A; B ) ( K )A1 (A; B; K ); N ( A K );
where the quanti er has the spe ial meaning that the key variable K is to
be instantiated with a non e. A state fa t in the system state multiset that
mat hes the left side is removed and repla ed by the similarly instantiated
right side. (The system state is a multiset be ause ertain rules, su h as
session initialization or message reation rules, permit any number of opies
of some terms to be generated.)
The model also in ludes atta ker rules, by whi h, for example, the atta ker
an de rypt en rypted terms and add the result to its memory, su h as
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M ( A K ); M (K )
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! M (fAgK ); M (K ); M (A):

Note that the atta ker model is xed and universal, given the sele tion of
en ryption and other omputational fun tions used by the proto ol.
There are other models, su h as spe ialized epistemi authenti ation logi s
[2℄ and pro ess algebra representations [15,1℄, but they have less of a term
rewriting avor.

3 Proto ol Analysis
There are te hniques for proving that ryptographi proto ols satisfy se urity properties. An in uential paper by Paulson demonstrated an indu tive
te hnique to prove on dentiality or authenti ation invariants [14℄, and there
have been others, using models similar in spirit to the MSR model. Proofs
using authenti ation logi s are useful for understanding proto ols, but they
work by \idealizing" the proto ol into logi al statements in a way that is not
algorithmi and whi h loses some information kept by state-transition models.
Proving proto ol se urity is most useful when the proto ol is in fa t se ure.
If the proto ol has a vulnerability, as most do, at least in their initial versions,
it is produ tive to implement some form of state sear h.
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3.1

Using Prolog

The oldest approa hes to ryptographi proto ol analysis use Prolog. It is
easy to express the state of a proto ol party as a Prolog term, and a message
is also a term, so that the global state of the environment is a list of su h
states and messages. A global state transition updates some party's state and
may add a new message.
The Interrogator, a Prolog program for proto ol analysis [12℄, was a set
of Prolog rules expressing a relation rea hable(H,Q) meaning that global
state Q was rea hable via the message sequen e H . In a typi al rea hability
query, Q was partly instantiated to an inse ure state, and H was a variable,
to be instantiated by a su essful Prolog sea h for an atta k. Prolog's built-in
resolution algorithm performs ba kward sear h from the inse ure goal state
to the initial state. The hallenge for this approa h was termination, not
only be ause of the inherent unde idability, but be ause of the need to rein
in Prolog's depth- rst sear h. A partial answer was to make the program
intera tive, to take advantage of user guidan e.
One of the improvements introdu ed by Meadows' NRL Proto ol Analyzer [11℄, also a Prolog program, was the expli it use of narrowing. Narrowing solves equations modulo anoni al sets of rewrite rules; and the rules for
redu ing symboli en ryption, su h as de (K ,en (K; X )) = X , are anoni al.
One way to use narrowing, adopted also in later versions of the Interrogator, is to nd prede essor states. Suppose the proto ol in ludes a transition
rule Q; M
Q , meaning that there an be a network state transition from
Q to Q when message M is re eived; and the atta ker's goal is the partly
instantiated state Qa . Now suppose narrowing su eeds in solving Q = Qa
with the substitution  . Then the atta ker's job is redu ed to rea hing the
state Q and generating the message M .
The use of narrowing brings to light another hallenge, when the proto ol
makes use of non- anoni al operations, su h as ommutative and asso iative
operations. For example, bitwise modulo-two addition (ex lusive-or) is used
in many proto ols as an en ryption operator.
0
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3.2

Appli ation of Model-Che king Tools

There have been many re ent su essess in the appli ation of existing model
he king tools, whi h had been developed for other purposes su h as proessor \hardware" design, to ryptographi proto ol analysis. The stimulus
was a paper by Ros oe on the use of FDR [15℄, followed by Lowe's result on
the Needham-S hroeder proto ol [8℄. Other resear hers realized that similar
te hniques ould be used with their own tools [10,13℄. The ombination of
modern omputing power, model he king advan es su h as BDDs, and a few
proto ol-spe i optimizations, made it possible to nd previously undis overed vulnerabilities in a reasonable exe ution time, with no user intera tion
after the initial en oding and setup.
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The lessons learned about modelling and sear h optimizations ould then
be applied in other ways. One remarkable result is the ability of Maude, a
rewriting logi system rather than a model he ker, to be ome a model he ker.
Using meta-level ex ution strategies, it performs iterative breadth- rst state
sear h and takes advantage of state redu tion optimizations suitable for the
proto ol problem. In this way it has a hieved performan e omparable to
model he king tools [5,4℄.
It is also possible to program a new model he ker that is ustomized for
the proto ol problem. An unusual approa h to this was taken by Athena [16℄,
using the strand spa e model [17℄. In this model, the state of the network is a
single stru ture alled a bundle, onsisting of nodes that are partially ordered
by ausality. A strand is a string of adja ent nodes ordered by exe ution sequen e from the same pro ess. A proto ol spe i es possible legal strands with
parameterized strands, i.e., strand expressions with variable parameters, and
these an be onne ted into semibundles by joining transmitted and re eived
messages. Athena attempts to expand a small semibundle ontaining a seurity violation into a omplete bundle. It is eÆ ient be ause of its use of
partial ordering and be ause the state expansion introdu es an entire strand
at a time. A semibundle ould be regarded as a large omplex term. It would
be interesting to see if a general term-rewriting system ould be adapted to
follow this approa h.

4 Con lusions
There are natural and pra ti al ways to apply term rewriting on epts and
tools to the se urity analysis of ryptographi proto ols. Term rewriting an
also be applied to this area in other ways beyond the spe i ones mentioned
above, su h as to implement part of a translator from a high level proto ol
language to a rule representation, as was done using Maude in the CAPSL
translator [6℄. We might also look forward to bene ts from advan es in related
areas su h as narrowing algorithms, and perhaps from extensions su h as graph
rewriting.
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